
An Alternative to 
Conventional Diapers

Easy to Use and Change,
Waterproof Bedding Systems for
all Bed Types and accounts for
half the costs of diapers!



Rip n Go Linen Systems
introduces revolutionized
mattress protection with the
ultimate comfort in mind
that guarantees a good
night’s sleep. 

STELLAR FEATURES

Triple-layered Waterproof Bed Pads

A comfortable and soft to the touch
bed pad that holds its wingspan and
position no matter how much you
move.

Corner Shoulder Lock System

Best-fitted sheets that stop the
corners from constantly popping or
slipping off, eliminating the need to
constantly re-tuck. 

Easy Grab Corners

Provides a better airflow and allows
you to do one-sided bed changes
lifting the corners of the mattress or
over-reach. 



Crib changes are now

made possible in merely

20 seconds because

there is no need to lift

the mattress. Rip n Go

Crib Sheets are a two-

part sheet system. The

top detachable part is

washable, absorbent, as

well as waterproof.

After a time, sleep

deprivation takes its toll

and parents become

desperate and are

willing to do anything to

keep those wake-up

times short and sweet.

Getting you and your

baby back to sleep is of

utmost significance. Rip
n Go is the key.

R I P  N  GO

CR I B

SHEETS

FOR

BAB I E S

Cost of Pull-Ups for a bag of 24- $29.99

Cost of Pull-ups in one year- $359.00

Cost of Rip n Go Crib Sheet Set for a

year (reusable)- $94.95



Rip n Go Junior systems

are linen waterproof

pads for children above

5 years of age who

continue to be bed-

wetters even up to the

age of 15. Rip n Go is a

constant reminder for

your children to get to

dry nights by coercing

them to stop urinating,

further strengthening

the sphincter muscle.

Every Rip n Go Junior
set comes with a fitted

sheet with a corner

shoulder lock system, 2

detachable over pads, a

top sheet, and a

pillowcase.

R I P  N  GO

JUN IOR

SYSTEMS

Cost of Pull-Ups for a bag of 24- $29.99

Cost of Pull-ups in one year- $359.00

Cost of Single Bed Rip n Go Junior Set

for 5 years (reusable)- $125.95

Cost of Double Bed Rip n Go Junior

System for 5 years (reusable)- $145.00

The system lasts up to 5 years
Each pad can withstand up to
400 washes each
You can throw it in the dryer too
You can keep it for a second
child

KEY BENEFITS



Corner Shoulder Lock System on
bottom fitted sheet
Easy Grab Corners on Bottom Rip n
Go Sheet
Detachable Over-Pads that hold
their wing-span
Poly-Cotton weave that draws
moisture to the left and right of the
body
Quilted design that does not cause
puddling

STELLAR FEATURES

Rip n Go Superior Care

is a thoughtfully

designed absorbent and

waterproof linen system

for adults with

incontinence issues that

is supported and

tethered down to help

reduce choirs for the

caregiver.

R I P  N  GO

SUPER IOR

CARE

Reduces the risk of falls
Supports and helps to
maintain skin integrity
Expose less skin to urine
Aids in wound prevention
Reduces chores for
Caregivers

HOW DOES IT HELP? 



https://medorna.com/ 
 

Email at: contact@medorna.com 

To Shop & Know more Scan the QR Codes
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